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ABSTRACT* During the systematic scaling for double stars in nuclear emulsions 
exposed to 3 Gev. pion beam on event was reco)i|ided and from analysis it can be interpreted 
as due to the annihilation of an antiproton prCN^ ced in the emulsion. The details of the 
event along with a microphotograph are given below.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
A G- 6  tanulsion stack was exposed to 3 Gev negative pion beam at the 
Berkeley Bevatron and it was developed at the T.I.F.R., Bombay. During 
the area scanning for hyperfragments a double star was observed; the parent 
star of size (7+0).0 has all its tracks produced by slow particles and the total 
kinetie energy associated with the star is quite low. There is no minimum 
ionising track in the known direction of the primary pion beam. No energetic 
charged particle is associated with it except the suspected antiproton which after 
travelling a distance of 1057/< in the same emulsion plate apparently stops and 
gives rise to a second big star of size (9+l)p. The inter-conneCting track emitted 
from the parent star is quite flat and it is not difficult to know its direction of 
motion from the change of ionisation. The moss measurement by constant 
sagitta method is also possible. The second star is also carefully examined for 
any minimum ionising track in the known primary direction; but, there is no 
such track. All the particles except three coming out from the star stop in the 
same emulsion plate. The light track which goes out of the plate and is followed 
for a distance of 1 .8  c.m. is indentified as due to a pion, the direction of its motion 
can also be determined.
The mass from the constant sagitta measurements on the inter connecting 
track—
D =  0 . 8  ±  ,2ft, —using the scheme p(l, 0 )
The Mass—value obtained is
=  ±  1212 Mev
628
The errw shown is purely statistical.
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TABLE I
Details of the Second Star
Track No.
Identity of the 
partiels n Banges Energy Mev*
1 a m p t 21.5
2 % 277,8 26.5
3 P 86.6 8 .2
4 P 182.5 5.1
5 a 203 2 1 .6
6 7T 18000 34.0
7 P 400 8 .2
8 P 150 4.5
9 P 487 9.2
The follomng equation is used by several workers to estimate the total 
em cg y  involved in the annihilation process,
where,
EaQILer) =
E g ^ e v )  =  Total energy released among the charged heavy particles. 
T- aa Average K.E. of the grey tracks where E >  Z5 Mev. 
Tft «= — — black tracks where E  < 5 ( i  Mev.
N t =s No. of black tracks.
N, =* — grey —
8 (i(rj+JVj) =  B.E. of the nucleons.
Ih this problem,
N , =  0 N* *= 8Tg as 0, =a 99.8/8 Mev,
^a(Mev) =
^ 8
”  8 (8 + 1 2 x 8 )4 -8 x 8
=*99.8x13+64
a= 1361.4 Mev for heavy particles.
For tito pon the total energy is
E „  =  (34+189.6)
*= 173.6 Mev.
Httioe the total energy involved in the disintegration is 1635 Mev.
DlSOtTSSlONS
FoMfbOii^ o( th4 event being due to 
(I) and E^'eapinre in the eintdsiocii*
(h) alitmee aoiitiddeaeB,
3  1 ^  tet*iweth*n.
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P L A T E V I I I
An Aniion^ton Sim
1w sliiaiiMi^ from tho foSowiag^ooiuiidetatioos:
1[^  Intticoonneoting tiaok which iS| * l9at and long one does not show the 
<hM«ateri8tiie oohlomb scatterings of a| [lioo track. The larger kinetio energy 
nleMed in Ihe tecond star eliminates tb possibility of a S~-captaie in which the 
snesgy-nriease does not exceed 100 Me^  The mass measurement on the track 
Is mtoe in &yonr of a proton rather that a k-meson, also the total K.E. involved 
is much higher than what we expect fin in JL~>capture star i.e. 476 Mev.
As hoth ihe stars axe situated in a (aan part of the emulsion, the details of 
the event osa be examined quite closrij and one can eliminate the possil^ty of 
(dunee ooizKddenoe firom such observatws. Further, the stars were examined 
in the similar wny under high magnifitttion for any minimum icmimng trades,
but there was none. Such tracks in 
know the direction of motiem thinking; 
some of them. From these ohservatio 
foUowe : the interconnecting track is
|er directions were followed throuj^ to 
at the first star mi^t be produced by 
 ^we are led to a tentative condusion as 
to an antiproton produced in the first
star which is perhaps initiated by eithet< en anti neutron or a very high enogeUc 
neutron; the antiproton so produced is ilhen annihilated at rest by an amuhdon 
nucleus udunh aa a result is dLsintegrutod.
P osiQ tk sources o f  prodneHon o f  the atiMpriOon
As the parent star whidi is a small one has not any visible primary track, 
so it must he produced by some electrioally neutral partide. The incident pion 
the kine^ energy 3 0.e.v. can by no means produce an antiproton because 
it requires KJI. in the laboratory system at least 7 Bev. one is then indined to 
think of die event to be due to a cosmic ray neutron or antineuixon. The rendts 
of the prevkme balloon flight experiments indicate that the existence of antiproton 
and antineutron m coamic rays is very rare and the production uroBS-secd(Hi of 
imtipmtcm. in such reaotionB is also believed to be extremely low.
How one hae to think of the neutron and amtineutron directly coming fimn 
the tagqset, such perihdes bring least affected by Ihe bmiding magnetic field of the 
aecrimsting machine. These neutrons could be produced by the 10 Bev protim 
tieain of the Bevettun hifrfeiiii; d »  target, and ih«i these can travel in any direction 
Without bring eaiy sj^pieriabb amount of energy; the mimetic field however 
«kn imrinee ponae «{iiQning effect on these partide because of their magnetio
<1)
(2)
due la lb w ^  m ctbns axe oonaideiedr^
j y + j » * ^ P 4 .^ + H + Ps
9^  iHm  yriirihrie we have to eonsbter the Mowing points,-*rimilar to 
flf r iw IlriS rfllr pwriaetioto %  ^ ^otoo, m entiimoleoh b  pwduoed when
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a nucleon in a Dirac’s negative energy state is raised to a positive enwgy state 
leaving a hole i.e. an antinucleon. This means that the production of an anti­
nucleon will simultaneously lead to the production of its counter part i.e. a proton 
and an antiproton, a neutron and an anti-nutron. The most promising mecha­
nism for production of nucleon-antinucleon pair is the nucleon-nucleon collision, 
when such a pair is produced the final state consists of four particles each possessing 
the mass of the nucleon {M ). At the threshold the incident nucleon must possess 
a K.E. of at least 6 M =  938 x 6  =  5.628 Bev. in order to produce a nucleon-anti­
nucleon pair with a target nucleus at rest. Again using the Fermi energy of 
22 Mev for a nucleon and assuming the must favourable circumstances i.e. the 
nucleon moving in an equal and opposite direction to the incident nucleon, the 
threshold _s reduced to 4.6 Bev. This means that the incident nucleon must 
possess K.E. at least 4.6 Bev.
So far the properties of anti-proton production have been studied by several 
workers, all reasonable estimate indicate extremely small cross-sections for nu­
cleon-antinucleon pair production except at very high energy of the order of 1 0 *^ev. 
Antiproton production is therefore rather rare, although their detection is not so 
difficult.
Now assuming the second star to be an annihilation o i  the antiproton, we 
consider various possibilities. The annihilation of an antinucleon by a nucleon 
has some features in common with position-electron annihilation, but there are 
some differences too. The nucleons have strong interactions with the pi-meson 
field much stronger than the electro-magnetic field and consequently the anni­
hilation process should give rise to a pair of gamma-rays. Hence any of the 
following annihilation reactions may take place.




As our star possesses only one pion track any of these reactions are quite likely.
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